Dataset information

This text file contains information regarding the contents of the following data files: fig2_bwdscat.csv, fig2_fwdscat.csv, fig2_moments.csv, fig3_bwdscat.csv, fig3_fwdscat.csv, fig4_fwdscat.csv, fig4_moments.csv, fig5_fwdscat.csv, fig5_moments.csv, fig6_fwdscat.csv, fig6_moments.csv, fig7_fwdscat.csv, fig7_moments.csv.
These data files correspond to data plotted in the manuscript “Scattering of light with angular momentum from an array of particles”, by Duncan McArthur, Alison M. Yao, and Francesco Papoff, to appear in the APS journal Physical Review Research. The data files are presented in the comma-separated value (csv) format and are named such that the prefix identifies the relevant figure in the aforementioned manuscript related to each data file.

The datasets were produced using a custom Fortran code (LG-PWA) developed by the authors which was designed to calculate the fields scattered from an array of non-interacting spherical particles when excited by a (weakly focussed) Laguerre-Gaussian beam, see Eq. (14) of the manuscript. The solutions obtained are valid only within the plane wave approximation, i.e. when the beam waist and Rayleigh range of the incident beam are much larger than the largest dimensions of the particles.

In the following, we will discuss datasets regarding the azimuthal moments of a distribution, or array, of particles. These are the moments μ, of order u, defined about the central axis of the beam, in the transverse plane, given by,
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where φt is the azimuthal coordinate of the tth particle in the N-particle array as defined in a cylindrical coordinate system with origin at (and z-axis parallel to) the beam axis.

In all of the datasets, the calculations were performed for gold nanospheres with radii of 80 nm, using a Lorentz-Drude dielectric function model to determine their electromagnetic properties, where the scattering medium is water (n = 1.33). Each of the arrays can be characterised by the number of particles within it N, the minimum inter-particle separation (defined between particle centres) Rmin, and the maximum transverse and longitudinal dimensions of the array, L┴ and L║ respectively. We consider Gaussian beams with waists w0 = 0.05-0.5 mm, at (vacuum) wavelengths λ = 500-800 nm, which have Rayleigh ranges zR(λ,w0) between:  zR(710,0.05) ≈ 11 mm and  zR(500,0.5) ≈ 1570 mm.

Figure 2
In Fig. 2 of the manuscript we compare measurements for three different distributions. These are, Disordered: randomly distributed particles; Ordered: symmetrically distributed particles; and Combined: the combination of the previous two distributions.
Distribution
N
Rmin
L┴
L║
Disordered
40000
~4.3 μm
8 mm
2 mm
Ordered
1600
0.96 μm
~0.77 mm
1.12 μm
Combined
41600
0.96 μm
8 mm
2 mm
The data file fig2_moments.csv contains the moments, for each of the three types of distribution listed above, from u = -10...10, and corresponds to Fig 2(a-c) in the manuscript. In the file the columns <#> contain:
<1> = u; <2> = Disordered; <3> = Ordered; <4> = Combined.

The data file fig2_fwdscat.csv contains the normalised (axial) forward scattering intensity spectra resulting from excitation by linearly polarised Laguerre-Gaussian (p = 0) modes with distinct angular momenta in the range l = 0...8 and w0 = 0.5 mm. The data file contains the values calculated for each of the three distributions, where we give the vacuum wavelengths, and corresponds to Fig. 2(d-f) in the manuscript. The columns <#> contain:
<1> = λ (nm); <2-10> = Disordered (l = 0...8); <11-19> = Ordered (l = 0...8); <20-28> = Combined (l = 0...8).

The data file fig2_bwdscat.csv contains the normalised (axial) backward scattering intensity spectra resulting from the same excitations. The data file contains the values calculated for each of the three distributions, and corresponds to Fig. 2(g-i) in the manuscript. The columns <#> contain:
<1> = λ (nm); <2-10> = Disordered (l = 0...8); <11-19> = Ordered (l = 0...8); <20-28> = Combined (l = 0...8).

Figure 3
In Fig. 3 of the manuscript we compare the power of light scattered into a small angle detection cone (in the forward and backwards directions) for the same three distributions at λ = 710 nm. The half-angle of the detection cone(s) is θD = 5˚ and we consider excitation by linearly polarised Laguerre-Gaussian modes with distinct angular momenta in the range l = 0...2 and w0 = 0.5 mm. We decompose the scattered fields into the (orthogonal) azimuthal modes lz = -10...10. 

The data file fig3_fwdscat.csv contains the (normalised) values calculated in the forward direction for each of the three distributions, and corresponds to Fig. 3(a-i) in the manuscript. The columns <#> contain:
<1> =  lz; <2-4> = Disordered (l = 0...2); <5-7> = Ordered (l = 0...2); <8-10> = Combined (l = 0...2).

The data file fig3_bwdscat.csv contains the (normalised) values calculated in the backward direction for each of the three distributions, and also corresponds to Fig. 3(a-i) in the manuscript. The columns <#> contain:
<1> =  lz; <2-4> = Disordered (l = 0...2); <5-7> = Ordered (l = 0...2); <8-10> = Combined (l = 0...2).

Figure 4
In Fig. 4 of the manuscript we compare the power of light scattered into a detection cone in the forward direction with varying acceptance half-angle θD, for a 2D array of particles arranged on a square grid in the transverse plane. The array consists of N = 49 particles, with Rmin = 870 nm and L┴ = 75.23 μm. The incident field is a  linearly polarised Gaussian (l = p = 0) with w0 = 0.05 mm and λ = 710 nm (in vacuum).

The data file fig4_moments.csv contains the moments for the square array from u = -10...10, and corresponds to Fig 4(a) in the manuscript. The columns <#> contain:
<1> = u; <2> =  μu.

The data file fig4_fwdscat.csv contains the (normalised) scattered power calculated in the forward direction for each acceptance angle decomposed into the (orthogonal) azimuthal modes lz = -10...10, and corresponds to Fig. 4(b) in the manuscript. The columns <#> contain:
<1> = θD (deg); <2-22> = Scattered power (lz = -10...10).

Figure 5
In Fig. 5 of the manuscript we compare the power of light scattered into a detection cone in the forward direction (θD = 50˚) for the same 2D array of particles as in Fig. 4, where the array is displaced from the beam axis by a distance Δ. The incident field is still a linearly polarised Gaussian (l = p = 0) with w0 = 0.05 mm, λ = 710 nm (in vacuum).

The data file fig5_moments.csv contains the moments for the square array from u = -10...10, evaluated at each displacement Δ, and corresponds to Fig 5(a) in the manuscript. The columns <#> contain:
<1> = Δ (μm); <2-22> =  μu (u = -10...10).

The data file fig5_fwdscat.csv contains the (normalised) scattered power calculated in the forward direction for each displacement, decomposed into the (orthogonal) azimuthal modes lz = -10...10, and corresponds to Fig. 5(b) in the manuscript. The columns <#> contain:
<1> = Δ (μm); <2-22> = Scattered power (lz = -10...10).

Figure 6
In Fig. 6 of the manuscript we compare the power of light scattered into a detection cone in the forward direction (θD = 50˚) for a 2D array of particles positioned evenly along a spiral path in the transverse plane. The array consists of N = 20 particles, with Rmin = 870 nm and L┴ = 79.41 μm. The incident field is a Gaussian (l = p = 0) with w0 = 0.05 mm, λ = 710 nm (in vacuum) and we consider different incident polarisation states: left-circular, linear, and right circular.

The data file fig6_moments.csv contains the moments for the spiral array from u = -10...10, and corresponds to Fig 6(a) in the manuscript. The columns <#> contain:
<1> = u; <2> =  μu.

The data file fig6_fwdscat.csv contains the (normalised) scattered power calculated in the forward direction for each of the three polarisation states, decomposed into the (orthogonal) azimuthal modes lz = -10...10, and corresponds to Fig. 6(c-e) in the manuscript. The columns <#> contain:
<1> =  lz; <2> = Left-circular; <3> = Linear; <4> = Right-circular.

Figure 7
In Fig. 7 of the manuscript we compare the power of light scattered into a detection cone in the forward direction (θD = 50˚) for 3D arrays of particles positioned evenly along helical paths; the helix and beam always share an axis. The arrays consist of N = 30 particles, with Rmin = 870 nm, L┴ = 1.16 μm and L║ = 24.16 μm; the helix is either left- or right-handed and has a pitch of 2.67 μm. The incident field is a linearly polarised Gaussian (l = p = 0) with w0 = 0.05 mm, λ = 710 nm (in vacuum).

The data file fig7_moments.csv contains the moments for a helical array (of either handedness) from u = -10...10, and corresponds to Fig 7(a) in the manuscript. The columns <#> contain:
<1> = u; <2> =  μu.

The data file fig7_fwdscat.csv contains the (normalised) scattered power calculated in the forward direction for helical distributions of opposite handedness, decomposed into the (orthogonal) azimuthal modes lz = -10...10, and corresponds to Fig. 7(b-c) in the manuscript. The columns <#> contain:
<1> =  lz; <2> = Left-handed; <3> = Right-handed.

